Component (bridge: ΔΔGbrd, background: ΔΔGprot, desolvation: ΔΔGdsolv) and net (ΔΔGnet) energy-terms of salt-bridge-structure (SBS) are auto-generated by the program ADSBET that makes use of general purpose Adaptive Poison Boltzmann Solver (APBS) method. While the procedure reports gross energy terms (Kcal Mol -1 ), report on bond-multiplicity corrected normalized energyterms (Kcal Mol -1 Bond -1 ) along with their accessibility (ASA) in monomer, isolated-SBS (ISBS) and networked-SBS (NSBS) format would be very useful for statistical comparison among SBSs and understanding their location in protein structure. In this end, ADSBET2 potentially incorporates these features along with additional model for side-chain. Gross and normalized energy-terms are redirected in monomer, ISBS and NSBS format along with their ASA informations. It works on any number of SBSs for any number of structure files present in a database. Taken together, ADSBET2 has been suitable for statistical analyses of SBSs energetics and finds applications in protein engineering and structural bioinformatics. Availability: ADSBET2 is freely available at http://sourceforge.net/projects/ADSBET2/ for all users. 
Background:
Salt-bridge, electrostatic interactions between partial charges of side-chain of acidic and basic residues, plays crucial role in stability and packing of protein. 
Caveats and future development:
The program which is interpreted by AWK programming language is tested to run in the OS: CYGWIN (32 bit). We further are working to develop GUI-based version of the program.
Conclusion:
ADSBET2, interpreted by AWK programming language, produces model-based overall and normalized SBS-energetics in monomer, ISBS and NSBS formats along with their accessibility information for any member of X-ray structure files with any number of SBSs in them. These results are useful for statistical comparison of SBS-energetics of candidate saltbridges or ion-pairs present in a database.
